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Abstract

Word processing is an activity performed more and more frequently, though it has only a marginal role in teaching and learning computer science. In the curricula, it appears briefly as a technical issue, e.g. learners have to study the kinds of menus and icons included (typically and only) in MS Word, and what these menus do in actual application.

Nevertheless, word processing is much more than applying some icons and menus in a word processor. Aesthetic documents can be made through collaboration in typography, design, grammar and – last but not least – the word processor or the typesetting program.

An e-learning course is under construction on word processing, called TOŁM. The course includes four main fields: typographical recommendations, design samples, important grammar rules and programing in $\TeX$.

This e-learning course can be used in blended courses and distance education in lifelong learning and lifewide learning studying word processing or $\TeX$. It can be used as on-line help in word processing.

This presentation tackles the main objectives of $\TeXM$, its knowledge base, the connections of the four fields and treats some pedagogical aspects of e-learning and features applied in the system.
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1. Introduction

What is generally meant by word processing is the inputting of a shorter or longer text into a computer. But word processing, i.e. the shaping of a text is in
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reality much more than that: an iconographic means applied daily by many. That is what happens when a report, a letter, a curriculum vitae is being composed or an invitation card, a picture card or a website is prepared. Designing and composing multimedia documents is also becoming more and more widespread. Each of the listed areas requires special knowledge concerning the iconographic implementation of the editing process if and when the goal is practical and aesthetic representation.

Our aim is the elaboration of an online e-learning system called \textsc{ToTem} which is interdisciplinary and informing, has a motivating effect, is capable for developing special competencies, offers an appropriate climate for learning, comfortably applicable to both permanent learning and online help, and is greatly efficient in data management and services.

2. Knowledge base of \textsc{ToTem}

Elaboration of the e-learning material includes the following major areas: basic material of text editing (editing, Hungarian language, \TeX, means), typographical and fine arts description, sample store as well as definition of vantage points.

2.1. Basic material for text editing

2.1.1. Typographical recommendations

Collection of editing rules and recommendations complete with sample illustrations (see e.g. [4], [5]). Beyond the general definitions it contains particular recommendations and usable patterns for various types of documents (theses, reports, autobiographies etc.). Figures 1 and 2 show some samples of editing recommendations as well as types and page design.

The learning design is built on series of such patterns and recommendations [13]. In the process of arranging the material the guarding of our typographical traditions has been kept as a crucial element (see e.g. [9]).

2.1.2. The Hungarian language

Documents with beautiful typesetting might show grammatical mistakes or inaccurately used punctuation marks which then appear more accented than before. The data base includes the valid grammatical rules related to the faulty cases illustrated on sample pages, demonstrating their accurate as well as inaccurate application (see Figure 3).

2.1.3. \TeX

In order to show how to create patterns and forms the learning material employs the (L)\TeX system. It contains, as related to each inside pattern, the general description of application pertaining to commands (environments etc.) and also the source code (in copy ready form), of the particular example [14, 15].
Beyond the $\LaTeX$ programming the learning material includes a brief introduction to the use of the necessary auxiliary programs (drawing programs, integrated
environments).

2.2. Typographical and fine arts description

The learning material offers multifarious information from the area of typography. There is a wide selection of material ranging from the introduction of several (letter) types (fonts) to the design of documents prepared by typographers (see e.g. [9]). External web pages which are referred to may add to the patterns the learning material offers for further elaboration. Another possibility is to help prepare illustrations. The fine arts section contains works which might be of use in the formal elaboration of illustrations, e.g. how to achieve balance, how to apply emphasis and colors.

2.3. Pattern store

This is a store for design patterns of various document types. It contains as attached to the learning material the various page designs and patterns showing the different parts (letters, tables, figure samples etc.) of printed and digital documents. There is a reference collection of external patterns supplementing the store of internal patterns. The main objective is the revival and guarding of our typographical traditions.

3. Linkage points

The above listed topics are intricately linked. The online learning material can work effectively only as the result of a most complete representation of the links. The related information of various parts of documents can be reached from the sample pages as well as from the related topic lists of the fields (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Links of the various parts of the learning material
4. Pedagogical aspects of e-learning

This section includes some strategies and descriptions on which further stages can be built. The concerned topics concerned (as well as those of the previous sections) have a vast literature, so only a few publications are mentioned here which study the topics in detail.

In the following, some aspects of developing the e-learning system are described which introduce new methods, means and procedures in the online learning material that endeavours to implement typographical knowledge management in various areas. They are as follows:

The learning material and word processing with it turns interdisciplinary

Instead of the usual and accepted point of view which puts the emphasis on means and tools in education the teaching of word processing is now based on editing and linguistic ground. The starting point is design forms which are connected with \( \text{TeX} \) source codes, editing recommendations, fine arts works and grammatical rules ([7]).

The concept of digital literacy is expanded

There is an emphasis on the conscious use of means which is quite up-to-date at this point of development in the global information-communication driven society. It makes active the knowledge of Hungarian and calls attention to protecting our national values. It offers an alternative to uniformization, concerning form, content and means as well ([4, 24]).

It offers and delineates an editing program

\( \text{TeX} \), a freely available breaking and typesetting program is introduced. It is suitable to sort out word processing problems ([6, 20]).

Motivation is being advanced

Motivation becomes more and more necessary if efficiency of education in general and efficiency of online learning materials in particular is the goal. The chief means to achieve these goals are design of form, fine arts products, personalized environment and content ([1, 2, 17, 19]).

It makes the e-learning environment more efficient

It introduces new climate dimensions which improve the already existing cyber climate and make the learning process more comfortable and unimpeded ([10, 23]).
Development of competencies is emphasized

Beyond the development of basic competencies in informatics it helps develop key and special professional competencies ([12, 18]). Apart from practicing word processing it offers file management, studying and converting, downloading and sending various files, application and installation of programs and integrated environment as well. It also contributes to language and aesthetic education and to knowledge about editing and typography.

It supports more learning methods than it has so far been possible

By offering searches, lists, notes etc., it is possible to introduce learning methods potentially present but so far not utilized in the e-learning material. All becomes possible: learning through learning design, personalization of learning design, individually defined distribution and rapid repetition of the learning material. When it is used as online help, there is a possibility for fixing through practice ([3, 11, 16, 21, 22]).

5. Conclusions

The teaching of digital literacy in an extended way has a place both in secondary and higher education. It fits in and is a good supplement to teaching informatics in secondary schools while its application in higher education responds to social expectations as well. The learning material linked to various topics or scientific areas can be considered as part of Lifelong Learning as well as Lifewide Learning.

The online e-learning system creates a knowledge base on the web which is directly linked to editing and typography. This has been considered so far missing and information of this kind is badly needed on the web. Printed books on these topics are also hard found.

The design and information material of the online system now under development can be used in many areas and is transferable and promotional. Until then the details of the complete knowledge material will be accessible through the TeXeM online information system, the loading of which with content has been started and will remain accessible until the projected e-learning system is ready. Hopefully this will serve as useful auxiliary material until the online e-learning system, displaying typographical knowledge management becomes fully operational.
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